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QUESTION 1

The Java Persistence API defines a notion of propagation of a persistence context. Which statement is correct? 

A. Persistence context propagation is NOT supported for message-driven beans. 

B. Persistence context propagation is supported for any type of an entity manager. 

C. Persistence context propagation avoids the need for the application to pass references of entity manager instances. 

D. Persistence context propagation results in cloning of all managed instances for use by another instance of an entity
manager. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three statements are true about EJB 3.0 containers? (Choose three.) 

A. Remote argument passing semantics conform to Java RMI-IIOP. 

B. The JAXB 2.0 API is guaranteed to be available for all bean types. 

C. The Java 2D API is guaranteed to be available for session beans. 

D. javax. naming. InitialContext is guaranteed to provide a JNDI name space. 

E. The Java Telephony API is guaranteed to be available for session and message beans. 

F. javax.transaction. UserTransaction cannot be used by beans when bean- managed transaction demarcation is used. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A User entity is in a one-to-many relationship with a Book entity. In other words, a developer can reach thecollection of
books that a User instancemyUser has by using the path expression"myUser.books". A developer wants to write a Java
Persistence query that returns all users that have only two books. Which two are valid queries that return this
information? (Choose two.) 

A. SELECTu FROM UseruWHERESIZE(u.books) = 2 

B. SELECT u FROM UseruWHERE COUNT(u. books) = 2 

C. SELECT u FROM User u WHERE(SELECT COUNT(b)FROM u.books b) = 2 

D. SELECTuFROMUser uWHERE (SELECT SIZE(b) FROM u.booksb)= 2 
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Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

A session bean\\'s business method throws an exception during execution. Which two are responsibilities of the Bean
Provider when throwing the exception? (Choose two.) 

A. For application exceptions, ensure that if the current transaction commits there will be no loss of data integrity. 

B. For application exceptions, ensurethatthe current transaction will commit. 

C. For system errors, when the client is remote, throw a java.rmi.RemoteException that wraps the original exception. 

D. For checked exceptions from which the bean cannot recover, throw an EJBException that wraps the original
exception. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer is declaring a persistent entity that will be passed as a detached object through a remote interface to an
application client. Which two characteristics must the corresponding persistent entity class have? (Choose two.) 

A. implement serializable 

B. includeano-arg constructor 

C. make instance variables public 

D. implement the remote interface 

Correct Answer: AB 
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